Abstract-We extend a recent result on the symmetric capacity of multiple-OCDMA (m-O) signature sets, which are known to maximize the sum capacity under the constraint of quasi-scalability. Whereas it was found recently that the symmetric capacity equals the sum capacity for randomly scrambled m-O sequence sets (which are only defined for spreading factors that are a power of two), we extend this result to any m-O system. As a consequence, the maximum achievable sum capacity equals the maximum achievable symmetric capacity under the constraint of quasiscalability for any spreading factor, and any type of m-O signature set maximizes both the sum capacity and the symmetric capacity among all quasi-scalable systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
When a synchronized Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) system turns oversaturated, meaning that the number of users K exceeds the spreading factor N of the system, it is not straightforward to select appropriate signature sequences for the users. Indeed, although orthogonality can not be achieved due to the oversaturation, one should try to assign signatures to the users that minimize the interference among the users. A common metric for the quasi-orthogonality of an oversaturated set of unit-norm signatures {s 1 (1) Sequences that achieve the Welch lower bound TSC WBE on TSC are called Welch Bound Equality (WBE) sequences [1, 2] . Hence, at first blush, WBE sequence sets are appealing candidates for application in oversaturated systems, since they are optimal from the perspective of quasi-orthogonality.
However, apart from quasi-orthogonality, practical sequence sets should be flexible to apply in systems with a dynamically changing number of users. By flexibility, it is understood that the activation of new users and the deactivation of active users in the system, should be dealt with by involving as few other active users as possible. When activation and deactivation of users is handled without involving any other active user, the system is called 'perfectly scalable'. Conversely, when all other active users are involved in the deactivation of any user, the system is labeled 'unscalable'. Unfortunately, perfect scalability and optimal quasi-orthogonality can not be reconciled [3] . On the one hand, we have WBE sequences that are unscalable, since all signatures of the system need to be updated upon every change in the set of active users. On the other hand, many perfectly scalable sequence sets can hardly be labeled as quasi-orthogonal (e.g. random sequence sets [4] ).
In [5] we introduced a trade-off between scalability and quasi-orthogonality in the form of quasi-scalable systems. In a quasi-scalable system with signature matrix S K = {s 1 , …, s K }, the activation of an additional user (K+1) does not involve any other active user since the signature matrix S K simply turns into S K+1 = S K ∪ {s K+1 }. On the other hand, when active user l requests to be deactivated, the signature set S K of a quasi-scalable system changes for every user l to S K-1 = S K \{s K } = {s 1 , …, s K-1 }. This can be realized by assigning signature s l of user l to user K, while deactivating user l. Since this deactivation process requires the assistance of just one additional user K, the system is labeled 'quasi-scalable'. In this way, the quasi-scalable system is a slightly relaxed version of the perfectly scalable system, which allows for the design of signatures with very good quasi-orthogonal characteristics. Moreover, it is possible to design quasiscalable signature sets that have the property that the users are orthogonal each time K drops below N. Examples of quasi-scalable signature sets with the latter property are the m-O [6] and the OCDMA/PN [7] signature sets. The signature set of an m-O system with K (= sN + M, 0 < M ≤ N) users is composed of s complete (i.e. spanning the entire N-dimensional vector space) orthogonal sets of N signatures and 1 set of M orthogonal signatures. In an OCDMA/PN system, the first N users are assigned orthogonal sequences, while the (K-N) excess users are assigned random signatures [12] .
Some important metrics to assess the potential of signature sets are the information-theoretical sum capacity and the symmetric capacity [8] . While the sum capacity provides us with the maximum overall (informationtheoretical) system capacity, the symmetric capacity gives us the system capacity under the restriction that this capacity is distributed evenly among all users, precluding the possibility of an unfair capacity distribution. For systems without any restriction on scalability, it was found in [1, 2] that the sum capacity and the symmetric capacity are maximized under the Equal Average input Energy (EAE) constraint by the unscalable WBE sequences. Requiring the system to be quasi-scalable, the sum capacity under EAE turned out in [5] to be maximized by multiple-OCDMA (m-O) sequences. The sum capacity of these m-O sequences is only slightly lower than that of WBE sequences [9, 10] . The symmetric capacity of m-O was examined in [11] , where it was found that the symmetric capacity equals the sum capacity in randomly scrambled m-O systems. Unfortunately, no results were reported on the symmetric capacity of other m-O systems, and since randomly scrambled m-O is only defined for spreading factors N = 2 n , the results of [11] are rather restrictive. Indeed, the results of [11] allow us only to state that the maximum achievable symmetric capacity equals the maximum achievable sum capacity in quasi-scalable systems with N = 2 n . The aim of this paper is to generalize the results of [11] to any m-O system (and any spreading factor). In section II, we briefly recall the concepts of sum capacity, symmetric capacity and quasiscalability. Section III is devoted to the symmetric capacity of m-O systems and conclusions are drawn in section IV.
II. SOME CONCEPTS IN INFORMATINO THEORY
In a symbol-synchronous CDMA system with K users and spreading factor N over a non-dispersive channel, the receiver observes the sum of the transmitted signals embedded in additive white Gaussian noise, and the output after chip matched filtering in symbol interval i is the real-valued vector
The real-valued sequence S K = {s 1 , …, s K } is composed of unit-norm signatures, while w(i) is a zero mean Gaussian noise vector, with E[w(i)w
The data of each user k are encoded at information rate (average number of information bits per symbol) ρ k into a power-constrained codeword (b k (1), …, b k (n)) of length n, such that (the EAE constraint): E[b k 2 (i)] ≤ A 2 ; the bit energy of user k is then given by E b (k) = A 2 /ρ k . The K-dimensional capacity region Φ ⊂ ℜ K is defined as the set of rates ρ ρ ρ ρ = (ρ 1 , …, ρ K ) that can be achieved with BER that approaches zero for every user if n tends to infinity. The sum capacity C sum S and the symmetric capacity C sym S are defined as [8, 12] :
. max (3) where C(x) ≡ (1/2)log 2 (1+x). The sum capacity is simply the maximum achievable system capacity, and is upper bounded by the sum capacity C sum max [8] . The symmetric capacity is the system capacity provided that the rates are fairly distributed among the users.
The maximum achievable sum capacity and symmetric capacity of a system are determined by the space of allowed signature sets, which can be restricted by the requirements on the chips and/or scalability. Hereunder, we recall some recent results from literature for different scenarios.
Capacity without constraints on scalability: Without constraints on the scalability and signature set, it was found in [1, 2] that the sum capacity and the symmetric capacity of WBE sequences are equal to the upper bound C sum max . Hence, WBE sequences are optimal in terms of both sum capacity and symmetric capacity among all possible signature sets. For binary signature sets without scalability constraint, there is still unclarity about the maximum achievable sum capacity and symmetric capacity, although the absence of binary WBE sequences for many combinations of (K,N) [13] suggests that the sum capacity for these combinations will be lower than C sum max .
Capacity of quasi-scalable systems:
The sum capacity of quasi-scalable systems was studied in [5] , where it was found that the m-O system maximizes the sum capacity among all quasi-scalable systems. The signature set of an m-O system with K (= sN + M, 0 < M ≤ N) users is composed of s complete orthogonal sets of N signatures and 1 set of M orthogonal signatures. The corresponding sum capacity is independent of the way we choose these orthogonal sets, and is given by [9] :
The value of C sum m-O serves as an upper bound to the sum capacity of quasi-scalable systems. Note that (4) is valid for any m-O system, independent of whether the sequences are binary or not. So, as opposed to the case without scalability constraint, there is no loss in sum capacity by constraining the sequences to binary sequences. As far as the symmetric capacity of m-O is concerned, it was found in [11] that the symmetric capacity and sum capacity of randomly scrambled m-O are one and the same. In the following section, we extend our examination on the symmetric capacity to any possible m-O system.
III. SYMMETRIC CAPACITY OF QUASI-SCALABLE SYSTEMS
In order to determine the symmetric capacity of m-O, it is helpful to partition the user set {1, ..., K} into L nonnull subsets Γ s (s = 1, ..., L), such that we can rewrite expression (2) [8, 12] : O are the 'set-B users'. Denoting the overall information rate over subset Γ A by Π A and the information rate of set B user i by π B (i), according to expression (6) , and making use of (4), the region Π m-O of achievable information rates
One can easily check that π π π π'= (Π A , π B (1) , …, π B (M)) = (sNα, α, …, α), with α = C sum m-O (K)/K, satisfies (7). Since this rate set achieves the sum capacity C sum m-O , the rates of all set-B users and the average rate over the set-A users can be equalized at sum capacity. Hence, the symmetric capacity equals the sum capacity provided that the rates among the set-A users can be equalized.
In order to evaluate the individual rates of the set-A users, we can repeat the same derivation as outlined above since set A can be viewed as being composed of a set Γ A* = {1, ..., -1) Nα, α, …, α) satisfies both the inequalities and the equality of (8) . As a consequence, at sum capacity it is also possible to achieve rate α for all users {(s-1)N+1, ..., sN}, while the average rate over the users {1, ..., (s-1)N} is α as well. In fact, the same derivation as described here can be repeated over and over again up to the point that we can conclude that all users {N+1, ..., K} can be assigned the rate α at sum capacity, while the average rate over the users Γ fin = {1, …, N} is also α. In order to verify whether the rates among the users of Γ fin can be equalized, we have to examine whether the following set of inequalities is satisfied:
which is obviously the case. As a consequence, the rates among all users of any m-O system can be equalized at sum capacity, which means that the symmetric capacity is equal to the sum capacity for any m-O system. Furthermore, since the m-O system maximizes the sum capacity among quasi-scalable systems, the maximum achievable symmetric capacity in quasi-scalable systems is given by C sum m-O . Note that this result holds for any type of m-O, both for m-O with binary and unconstrained signatures.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper was an extension of a previous paper [11] on the symmetric capacity of quasi-scalable systems under the EAE constraint. In this paper, we found that all m-O sequences maximize the symmetric capacity over all possible quasi-scalable systems. Moreover, the sum capacity and the symmetric capacity of any set of m-O sequences (both binary and unconstrained and for any spreading factor) are one and the same and given by (4) . Bearing in mind that C sum m-O is typically very close to C sum max [9, 10] , the requirement of quasi-scalability brings about a very low loss in symmetric capacity as compared to the WBE system.
